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1. INTRODUCTION

LYCAN CHAIN

2. INTRODUCTION TO LYCAN CHAIN 

Blockchain technology has evolved from 1995 till today by not only making businesses 

more economically, ecologically sustainable and globally scalable but also introducing 

trust and security as par� of the operational framework. Every passing year has made the 

applications of this technology even bet�er resul�ing in rapid advancements. Our Vision 

with blockchain as a technology is not just limited to just a cryptocurrency or DeFi 

plat�orms but a much more comprehensive application merging the vir�ual and physical 

worlds.

A Smar�, Secure and Scalable Blockchain

Lycan chain is being introduced to the world in a time where blockchain has become an 

inevitable application for businesses but with limitations of high transaction costs and 

tedious transaction time; also, a resul� of the global adoption of this revolutionary 

technology, has made it dif�icul� to integrate or adapt. Lycan chain aims to change this 

inevitability and allow everyone to infuse and enjoy the benefits with ease.

With the team which introduced the world’s first comprehensive DeFi ecosystem called 

Werewol�, comes the nex� generation of the Species with Lycan. Lycan chain is 

conceptualized on the my�hological story of Lycans. It not only has the agility (Speed), 

regenerative abilities (Immutable) and Immor�ality of Lycans but also is forever evolving.

ht�ps://werewol�.exchange/ is a DeFi plat�orm based on Ethereum ERC 20 protocol. 

Werewol� Coin (WWC) which has been trading at an average of USD 0.2 will have a 

bridge to Lycan chain. This migration is easily possible as the Lycan chain is EVM based 

blockchain. Werewol� ecosystem consist of decentralized exchange, Werewol� NFT 

marketplace, yield farms etc. All of these will be migrated to Lycan chain. This will truly 

make Werewol� first DeFi ecosystem on the Lycan chain.
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3. FEATURES AND ADVANTAGES OF LYCAN CHAIN 
I. EVM Compatible

II. Web 3.0 Compatible  

III. Interoperable  

IV. High throughput 

V. Smar� contract and Tooling  

VI. Modular 

VII. Secured 

It gives head star� advantage to Lycan chain over other new blockchains as Ethereum community is the 

most active community of Dapp world and already mul�iple utility Dapps are buil� and are being buil� upon 

the Ethereum. With EVM compatibility all such Dapps can be implemented on the Lycan chain.

Web 3.0 is a nex� step of internet revolution. Decentralization, permission less-ness and privacy are at the 

core of Web 3.0. Lycan chain will suppor� future generation web 3.0 applications where technologies like 

Machine learning, Decentralized ledger technology (DLT) and Big Data will be used.

Imagine you get to wear your same favourite jersey from game in music festival of metaverse! This is 

interoperability. Being able to hop from one block chain to another or one game metaverse to other 

metaverse food park is the future. This interoperability provided by Lycan chain will give real user 

experience which no one has today experienced.

Lycan chain provides block time of ~3Sec which provides it fast transaction finality. Speed is what makes 

one block chain bet�er than another. This speed in the Lycan chain is achieved as it uses proof of stake 

consensus algorithm.

Being EVM compatible gives added advantage to the Lycan chain. As stated earlier it not only provides 

interoperability between blockchains but also provides access of readily available and already buil� tools for 

EVM compatible blockchain. This will substantially reduce development cost of the blockchain applications 

on the Lycan chain as existing solidity developers can do that without any significant ex�ra ef�or�s.

Lycan chain believes that blockchain will find its place as a most established technology in the future. Its 

not just meant for a crypto currency and DeFi plat�orms but also real-world applications will be buil� upon it. 

Modular structure of Lycan will make it possible. 

What makes Lycan chain secured? It is the Lycan coins of validators which are staked to be in the position. 

Any fraud or mistake made by them will resul� in confiscation and burning of the coins. This makes it more 

secure as there is a financial penal�y for any wrong doing.
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VIII. Scalable

Lycan chain can process up to 5000 transactions per second. Web 3.0 compatibility, high throughput, low 

cost and scalability is a ready pitch for the community to come and star� their business on the Lycan chain.
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4. KEY TERMS

IX. Bridge 

Developers can por� their existing Ethereum-based dApps in a mat�er of minutes, substantially 

upgrading the per�ormance and lowering the costs with the EVM compatible architecture. Lycan chain 

provides native suppor� for cross chain communication among the two blockchains. The protocol is 

decentralized, trustless and bi-directional.

Blockchain can be defined as an open ledger of blocks sub divided in atomic transactions. Consensus 

algorithm is the most impor�ant module of the blockchain as it decides which transaction to be included 

and which not to be included. It is impor�ant to have strong consensus algorithm because once any�hing is 

recorded on the blockchain then that is immutable. Proof of Work, Proof of Stake, Proof of Authority, Proof 

of History etc are types if consensus algorithms. Out of them Proof of Stake is most scalable and 

ecologically viable. That’s why Proof of Stake is used as a consensus algorithm in Lycan chain.

Byzantine Faul� Tolerance (BFT) is the feature of a distributed network to reach consensus even when 

some of the nodes in the network fail to respond or respond with incorrect information. The goal of a BFT 

mechanism is to protect against mal�unctions by utilising joint decision (both right and faul�y nodes) to 

reduce the ef�ect of faul�y nodes. Byzantine Generals' Problem is the source of BFT. 

Byzantine faul� tolerance could be accomplished if the network's correctly functioning nodes concur on 

their values. There can be a defaul� vote value given to missing messages i.e., we can assume that the 

message from a par�icular node is ‘faul�y’ if the message is not received within a cer�ain time limit. If the 

majority of nodes answer with the correct value, we may also provide a defaul� response.

Following are some of the key terms one needs to understand before reading the 

Whitepaper:

I. Consensus Algorithm

II. Byzantine Faul� Tolerance (BFT)
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When a transaction is made in Hyperledger, the transaction details are sent to the nodes in the network. 

There might some nodes that will approve the transactions and some nodes that won't. The majority (or a 

minimum specific number) of nodes have to approve the transaction for the transaction to go through.  

III. Nodes 

Nodes are the network's distributed computers, each of which has a copy of the complete blockchain. 

Copies of the blockchain and access to it are disseminated as new users join the blockchain network. The 

data is replicated, synched and shared across all the nodes across mul�iple networks. The data is not 

controlled or accessed by an individual node or network.
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5. INTRODUCING LYCAN COIN (LYC)

IV. Smar� Contract 

Once signed, a smar� contract is a digital agreement stored on the blockchain that cannot change. It 

specifies specific logic processes that must be completed in order to complete activities like depositing 

money or data.  

For example: Conditions of releasing money to a third-par�y delivery team: A sender wants to send goods 

to a cer�ain receiver using third par�y services, but wants to pay money for delivery only af�er the delivery is 

successful. Then the smar� contract structure could be as follows; “The sender pays the shipment money 

on the day of loading the goods. The smar� contract will hold payment in escrow till such a time that the 

recipient confirms the receipt of goods to the sender.” Only then will the smar� contract release the 

payment and automatically transfer the money to the delivery team.

The LYC is a native currency of a Lycan chain. Every�hing happening on the Lycan chain 

will either happen by staking LYC or Paying LYC. To become an Alpha Validator, one has 

to stake his LYC. To make a transaction on a Lycan chain one has to pay transaction fees 

in the form of LYC.

Initial circulating supply of LYC is 21,000,000,000. More tokens will be minted based on 

inflation/deflation index every year. Token economics will be explained in detail in later 

par� of Whitepaper.

Following are core functionalities of LYC:
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I. Securing the network

Having buil� on Proof of Stake consensus algorithm, one has to stake LYC to become an Alpha Validator. 

Validator Alpha is responsible to validate the blocks on the blockchain. He will decide about what to record 

on the blockchain and what not to. That is how LYC will play most impor�ant role in securing the blockchain.

II. Governance 

Governance token is something which allows the community to vote on the future of the protocol. Being a 

decentralized protocol, LYC also acts as a governance token of the blockchain. A person holding a 

par�icular amount of LYC can raise a proposal via uniquely designed governance plat�orm by staking his 

coins. Community members who are holding LYC can vote on the same based on their amount of holding. 

This truly makes Lycan chain a democratic plat�orm.
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III. Payments 

The LYC is ideal for sending and receiving payments. Thanks to the Lycan network’s high-throughput, fast 

finality, and low fees. On Lycan chain, money transfers take place within seconds and it cost much less 

than other EVM based blockchains.



IV. Network Fees 

V. Reward Distribution 

Any transaction recorded on the blockchain will be charged with a fee, which will be distributed amongst 

the validators. Such network fees will be charged in the form of LYC.

Network par�icipants in the Lycan chain will be rewarded time to time by campaigns, giveaways and 

airdrops etc. There are also block rewards, transaction rewards, tips etc. These rewards will be given in the 

form of LYC.
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6. INTRODUCING VALIDATOR ALPHA
Based on wolves’ psychology of strongest is the Alpha - Leader, Lycan chain has 

designed an architecture where top 21 stakers of LYC will become validators of 

blockchain. Smar� contract will verify top 21 stakers at the beginning of each epoch and 

validator set will be formed. Such validator set will hold the responsibility of validating the 

block for that par�icular epoch. 

The validator set will be rewarded with block rewards and transaction fees in the ratio of 

their stake from the block that they have validated. 
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7.INTRODUCING PROOF OF BITE & DELEGATOR – BETAS
Lycan chain is introducing one of its kind referral system - ‘Proof of Bite’ 

A person can only be a Beta (Delegator) only if he is bit�en by (referred by) an Alpha 

(Validator). With every bite 1000 Lycan coins will be burnt from Alpha’s wallet and that 

will control the circulating supply of the coin.

Beta can delegate his token only to that Alpha who has bit�en to him. If Beta is bit�en by 

more than one Alphas then he can delegate his tokens to mul�iple Alphas.

Delegator-Beta will be rewarded with block rewards up to 70% of total pool rewards. 



8. INTRODUCTION TO HYBRID POS
Lycan is powered by a hybrid Proof-of-Stake and the first of its kind, Proof-of-Bite 

(Which allows Validators-Alphas to invite Delegators-Betas by burning some LYC) 

consensus algorithm, that ensures low fees and high-speed transactions. This briefly 

means that a person can validate only if he stakes required amount of LYC in a smar� 

contract. Proof of Stake (POS) adds an additional element of security as it is less risky in 

terms of the potential for miners to at�ack the network, as it structures compensation in 

a way that makes an at�ack less advantageous for the miner. This is the most 

economical and secured way to safeguard the blockchain. 
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Proof of Bite is explained later in the section of Delegator Beta.

Par�icipants in POS protocols stake LYCs, to protect the network and achieve agreement 

regarding blockchain transactions. LYC is used as DPOS staking coins, coin holders can 

par�icipate as validators or delegators in the consensus process on the Lycan network. 

They can earn rewards (either block rewards or transactional rewards) based on their 

par�icipation. This provides an oppor�unity for coin holders to conver� any number of 

current holdings into staking coins, which in turn earn reward-based dividends.

How it works and what are the rewards ?
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This uniquely designed mechanism allows LYC holders to delegate their coins to 

Validators only if they are bit�en by (invited by) the Alpha validator. Alpha validator will 

burn his 1000 LYCs to bite a Beta delegator. Beta delegator can delegate his token to 

only that Alpha validator, who has bit�en to him. In case Beta delegator is bit�en by 

mul�iple Alpha validators then he can delegate his coin to all who have bit�en to him. 

Burning 1000 LYC will not only control the number of invites, but also will control the LYC 

supply in the market to maintain the price.

8.1. Proof of Stake and Proof of Bite

We know Proof of Stake, but what is Proof of Bite? 



Reward distribution is an incentivising mechanism for network par�icipants. Mainly Alpha 

Validators and Beta Delegators. The reward distribution rules between validators and 

delegators inside pools are explained in this section depending on their contribution 

quantities. 

Reward Coin: LYC 

Annual Inflation: 18% 

Reward structure is explained below. 

8.2. Reward Distribution
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8.2.1. Transaction Fees

The Alpha val idator set is decided at the beginning of each epoch. Top 21 stakers of 

LYC wil l  become a par � of an Alpha val idator set. The Alpha val idator that val idates 

the block col lects the transaction fees associated with that block. Only that Alpha 

val idator wil l  get the transaction fees. The transaction fee is basical ly the gas fee on 

each on-chain transaction. It indicates the consumption toward computational 

expenses on the Lycan chain network. Transaction fee is charged on execution that 

is done on the blockchain such as deploying a smar � contract or even per �orming 

transaction on the blockchain. 
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8.2.2. Bridge Fees

8.2.3. Fixed Block Rewards

As the Lycan network is an EVM based network, it is compatible with inter 

blockchain transactions which are EVM based. In case of inter-blockchain 

transactions, a bridge is required to connect the blockchains. Entry and Exit fee are 

charged as transaction moves between EVM based blockchains. The fee is 

distr ibuted to val idators and delegators based on their staking ratios.

Lycan chain’s reward distr ibution mechanism mints reward tokens for al l  active 

val idators and their delegators. If a val idator is removed due to misbehaviour, i ts 

pool is not included in the reward distr ibution.



D e l e g a t o r s V a l i d a t o r s

Not More than 70% of pool rewards split based on 

stake amount
Not less than 30% of Pool

Block Rewards

Block Rewards

Transaction Fee

P O O L
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The reward distribution is calculated in order to preserve fairness and motivate more to 

selected Alpha validators according to the given following rules: 

a) Following the staking epoch, each validator pool receives an equal share of the payout 

(assuming all Alpha validators always generate blocks and do not skip them). When a 

validator skips a block, the payout is reduced propor�ionally. Only active Alpha validators 

receive higher rewards. 

 

b) Pool payouts are distributed between Alpha validators and staking Beta delegators 

according to their staking ratios as long as the overall stake percentage of Beta 

delegators is less than 70%. 

 

c) Even if the cumulative stake of the Beta delegators exceeds 70%, the Alpha validator 

is guaranteed at least 30% of the pool reward; the Beta delegators' rewards are 

changed, but the validator is still paid 30%.

8.3. Lycan network ’s Reward Distribution Rules
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As previously stated, the Validator set is established at the star� of each epoch. The 

strongest is the leader, and the strongest in terms of staking, i.e., the top 21 LYC staked 

nodes at the star� of each epoch, will become a par� of the validator set. When an 

address invokes the "addPool" contract function and meets the candidate stake 

condition, it becomes a candidate and turns into a new pool.

There is no minimum staking amount of LYC to become an Alpha Validator as top 21 

most staked nodes will automatically become Alpha validators at the beginning of each 

epoch. That practically makes all the network par�icipants candidates for becoming a 

validator. They just have to stake more LYC than others.

8.4. Validator Set Formation

8.5. Network Par� icipants
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The network's operation is divided into staking epochs STAKING_EPOCH_ PERIOD – 1 

week with 3 seconds of block time). A new staking epoch begins immediately following 

the termination of the previous epoch.  

 

There is a dif�erent Alpha validator set in each Staking Epoch to avoid at�acks which will 

be decided based on staking of LYCs. At the beginning of each staking epoch, the 

algorithm selects a new validator set from the current list of candidates and creates a 

snapshot of the current state of the validators' pools.  

 

There is no question of fewer candidates as there will always be 21 number of 

candidates who are top stakers of LYC. If in case there are mul�iple candidates with 

similar stakes for number 21 then one of them will be selected randomly

8.6. Staking Epochs
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As top 21 stakers become Alpha validators, there is no question of minimum stake to 

become a candidate. 

 

As per proof of bite, a person has to be bit�en by an Alpha validator to become a Beta 

delegator candidate. 

 

A new active pool is created for address X, and this account becomes a candidate 

account. 

       • Address X is the staking address used to collect rewards and place stakes into 

their own pool. 

       • Address Y (the mining address) is used by the validator's node to sign blocks and 

par�icipate 

in the randomness beacon, and repor� on malicious validators. This address is defined in 

the engine signer config option of validator’s OpenEthereum node.

8.7. Becoming a Candidate
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Al�hough top 21 stakers become Alpha validators, the Lycan network’s algorithm chooses 

only active candidate pools to par�icipate as validators in the nex� validator set at the 

star� of each staking epoch. Inactive pools are not taken into account. 

 

If a candidate withdraws all of their tokens/coins from their pool, the pool becomes 

inactive and does not take par� in the nex� validator selection process. 

 

The candidate can either fully withdraw their coins and remove themselves as a pool, or 

par�ially remove their coins (provided that they leave CANDIDATE_MIN _STAKE) and 

par�icipate in later staking epochs.

8.8. Candidate Pools
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The Lycan network par�icipants can stake or withdraw their coins to or from pools during 

the majority of a staking epoch. The exception is a defined period at the end of each 

epoch (STAKE_WITHDRAW_DISALLOW_PERIOD is 12 hours for 3-second blocks). This 

measure prevents stake manipulation based on the random seed value generated 

towards the very end. 

 

As only top 21 stakers will become Alpha validators, it will encourage institutional 

investors to par�icipate as candidates and validators. This large stake creates additional 

incentives for candidates to protect their nodes and prevent DoS at�acks. However, DoS 

at�acks on individual validator nodes are still possible. A validator's role includes 

defending against such assaul�s by utilising ISPs that of�er DoS protection.  

 

Additional token staking or withdrawal to/from a pool during the current staking epoch 

(and thereby changing the size of the pool) does not impact the current pool reward. 

The status of the pool decides the payout at the star� of the epoch.

8.9. Staking and Withdrawal to/from a Pool
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However, these changes will impact validator selection probability for the following 

staking epoch as it will show the activeness of the validator. And as stated earlier even if 

tope 21 stakers will be selected but activeness of validators will also be considered in 

case of tie. 

 

A par�icipant cannot withdraw their coins from an active validator's pool unless the 

amount was staked during the current staking epoch (this amount hasn’t been allot�ed 

as a stake yet, so it can be withdrawn). Coins can be withdrawn from any other network 

par�icipants pool as he/she is not an Alpha validator. 

 

A par�icipant (delegator or validator) can arrange a withdrawal from an active validator's 

pool if they desire to quit the collection or lower their staked amount. The selected 

amount can be claimed af�er the current staking epoch is complete. 
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An Lycan network par�icipant (delegator or candidate) can move their full or par�ial stake 

amount from one pool to another without withdrawing the amount from the contract. 

However, the withdrawal rules stated above apply to such a change. Also, he can only 

move to another Alpha validator only if he is been bit�en by (invited by) that Alpha 

validator

Suppose a validator wants to terminate their validator status on the nex� staking epoch. 

In that case, they can schedule a withdrawal of their staked amount or call the contract’s 

removeMyPool function (In this scenario, the pool becomes inactive, and the algorithm 

will not pick it at the star� of the following staking epoch).

8.10. Moving stakes

During each staking epoch, par�icipants can call these functions:

• StakingAuRa.stake: to place stakes; 

• StakingAuRa.addPool: to create a new pool (for candidates only) ; 

• StakingAuRa.removeMyPool: to remove an exist ing pool, make it inactive (for 

candidates and val idators); 

• StakingAuRa.withdraw, StakingAuRa.orderWithdraw, 

• StakingAuRa.claimOrderedWithdraw: to withdraw stakes; 

• StakingAuRa.moveStake: to move stakes. 

• StakingAuRa.claimReward: to withdraw a reward from the specified pool for the 

specified staking epochs.

8.11. New staking epoch, validator selection, and finalizing 
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On the last block of the staking epoch, the BlockRewardAuRa.reward function calls the 

ValidatorSetAuRa.newValidatorSet function. This function:

• selects new val idators; 

• writes the l ist of new val idators (val idator set) into the pending l ist ;  

• increments the staking epoch number which is returned by 

StakingAuRa.stakingEpoch get �er; 

• resets the number of the val idator set apply block which is returned by the 

Val idatorSetAuRa.val idatorSetApplyBlock get �er
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If the total number of candidates and validators is less than or equal to 

MAX_VALIDATORS i.e., 21, they will all become validators on the nex� staking epoch. 

Otherwise, the validators are selected based on 21 most staked nodes.

The pending list of new validators (their mining addresses) can be read by the 

ValidatorSetAuRa.getPendingValidators get�er.

The validator set cannot be changed immediately because the InitiateChange event 

must be emit�ed (see the OpenEthereum Wiki) prior to this change, so the pending 

validator set is queued by the ValidatorSetAuRa.newValidatorSet function to be handled 

later by the ValidatorSetAuRa.emitInitiateChange and ValidatorSetAuRa.finalizeChange 

functions.

The ValidatorSetAuRa.finalizeChange function is only called for one InitiateChange event. 

If there are several such events, finalizeChange is called only once for the first emit�ed 

event (and the additional InitiateChange events are ignored). So, we can't emit the nex� 

InitiateChange unless the previous event is not finalized.

For that reason, there is a pending validator set used by the ValidatorSetAuRa. 

emitInitiateChange function. When the ValidatorSetAuRa.emitInitiateChange Callable 

get�er returns true, a validator's node calls ValidatorSetAuRa.emitInitiate Change which 

reads the pending validator set and emits the InitiateChange event to let the validators' 

nodes know that the set of validators should be changed. When the InitiateChange 

event is emit�ed, the ValidatorSetAuRa. emitInitiateChange function sets the 

initiateChangeAllowed boolean flag to false so that the 

ValidatorSetAuRa.emitInitiateChangeCallable get�er returns false until 

ValidatorSetAuRa.finalizeChange is called by the engine.
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When applying the new validator set, the engine calls the 

ValidatorSetAuRa.finalizeChange function to notify the ValidatorSetAuRa contract that 

the pending validator set can be writ�en to the current validator set, which is returned by 

the ValidatorSetAuRa.getValidators get�er.
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At this point, the ValidatorSetAuRa.finalizeChange function: 

The ValidatorSetAuRa.validatorSetApplyBlock get�er is used to determine the block 

number where the current validator set was applied by the engine. If this get�er returns 0, 

it means the new staking epoch is star�ed (ValidatorSetAuRa.newValidatorSet is called) 

but the new validator set is not yet applied by the engine.

• writes the pending val idator set to the current set; 

• sets val idatorSetApplyBlock to the current block number; 

• sets the init iateChangeAllowed boolean f lag to true.

Al�hough to 21 staking nodes form a validator set, such validator set is always evaluated 

at the very end of a staking epoch; however, it can also be changed during a staking 

epoch if a validator needs to be removed due to misbehaviour. 

 

In such cases the malicious validator is removed from the pending validator set and the 

new pending validator set is marked to be handled later by the 

ValidatorSetAuRa.emitInitiateChange and ValidatorSetAuRa.finalizeChange functions. 

 

As with staking epoch validator set changes, the alidatorSetAuRa.finalizeChange 

function is used to finalize the validator set change when the malicious validator is 

removed. 

 

The pending validator set checkmark is used to finalize dif�erent validator sets one af�er 

another. This may be required when a malicious validator is removed and the new 

staking epoch begins immediately af�er the removal, or when one malicious validator is 

removed at block number N, but another malicious validator is removed on the nex� 

block N+1. Without the boolean checkmark, such cases would be handled incorrectly 

because some of the corresponding InitiateChange events would be ignored by the 

OpenEthereum engine.

8.12. Validator set changes and pending validator set



The random seed is stored in the RandomAuRa contract and generated in the RANDAO 

manner. There are several collection rounds per staking epoch, each of which is split into 

two equal phases - a commit phase and reveal phase:

8.13. Random seed accumulation

i .  Commit phase: Each val idator node generates its secret number on each phase 

and cal ls the RandomAuRa.commitHash function to commit the hash of the secret 

(one t ime per each commit phase).
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Commit�ing/revealing the secret is mandatory for each validator. These functions are 

called automatically by each validator’s node from the validator's mining address. 

 

The length of a collection round is defined at network star�up in the InitializerAuRa 

contract constructor when star�ing from genesis (or through the RandomAuRa.initialize 

function when star�ing on an existing network). 

 

The RandomAuRa.onFinishCollectRound function is called on each block by the 

BlockRewardAuRa.reward function. At the end of each collection round 

RandomAuRa.onFinishCollectRound checks whether the validator skipped revealing the 

secret during the collection round and increments a skip counter if they did.  

 

On the final collection round of each staking epoch the 

RandomAuRa.onFinishCollectRound function checks each validator to see

i i .  Reveal phase: Each node passes its secret to the RandomAuRa.revealNumber 

function (once per each reveal phase). The revealNumber function XORs the 

revealed secret with the current seed stored in the contract, increasing entropy in 

ever col lection round.

i .  i f  they skipped reveal ing too of �en during the current staking epoch or, 

i i .  i f  they skipped reveal ing on the last col lection round
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If either of these are true, the validator is treated as malicious and removed with the 

ValidatorSetAuRa.removeMaliciousValidators function.
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The final collection round is especially impor�ant to check. During the final round, the last 

validator in the validator set can decide not to reveal their secret to try to influence the 

outcome in the ValidatorSetAuRa.newValidatorSet function. For this reason, any validator 

that doesn't reveal their secret during the last collection round is treated as malicious 

and removed from the validator set.

To prevent this from happening accidentally due to disconnection, it is recommended 

that each validator run two separate nodes simul�aneously with dif�erent internet 

connections. The first node must have the engine_signer option in a configuration toml 

file, the second node should not have that option but should have the watchguard script 

which detects if the first node goes of�line and sets the engine_signer option for the 

second node.

For debugging purposes, it is possible to temporarily turn of� the punishment for 

skipping random number reveals in the RandomAuRa contract (see its 

setPunishForUnreveal function). This boolean flag may be used for testing when a new 

version of OpenEthereum is unstable and block skipping is evident due to possible bugs 

in the engine.

Since a new validator set can be applied by the engine at any time (e.g., in the middle of 

some commits/reveals phase), there may be a case when new validators can't fully 

commit/reveal their secrets at the very beginning of the staking epoch. Because of this, 

there is a shor� grace period af�er the new validator set is applied during which the skip 

counter is not incremented if a reveal is skipped (see the code of 

RandomAuRa.onFinishCollectRound function).

RandomAuRa.commitHash and RandomAuRa.revealNumber are called with a zero-gas 

price. This is enabled because the validators' mining addresses can have zero balances.

The maximum number of reveal skips is defined in the 

RandomAuRa.onFinishCollectRound function and depends on the disallow period 

duration and on the length of collection round.
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To protect the network against possible spamming by a malicious validator calling the 

RandomAuRa functions with zero gas price too of�en, there is a protection mechanism 

implemented in the TxPermission.allowedTxTypes function: it doesn't allow creating the 

RandomAuRa transactions unless they are permit�ed on the current block. 

 

The TxPermission.allowedTxTypes get�er is called by the OpenEthereum node every 

time a new transaction is about to be added to a block. This get�er checks if the 

transaction can be included into the block or not. 

 

Removing malicious validators 

There are two cases when a validator can be removed due to misbehaviour:

The ValidatorSetAuRa.repor�Malicious function can be called by validators to repor� a 

specified validator's misbehaviour on a specified block number. If more than 2/3 of 

validators repor� about the same validator for the same block, the validator is removed 

from the validator set (see the code of the ValidatorSetAuRa.repor�Malicious function). 

 

The validators' nodes call ValidatorSetAuRa.repor�Malicious with a zero-gas price. 

 

This is enabled because the validators' mining addresses can have zero balances.

To protect the network against possible spamming by a malicious validator calling the 

ValidatorSetAuRa.repor�Malicious function with a zero-gas price too of�en, there is a 

protection mechanism implemented in the TxPermission.allowedTxTypes function: it 

doesn't allow creation of the ValidatorSetAuRa.repor�Malicious transaction unless it is 

permit�ed on the current block (see the ValidatorSetAuRa.repor�MaliciousCallable get�er).

Moreover, if some validator calls ValidatorSetAuRa.repor�Malicious too of�en (much more 

of�en than others), such a validator is also treated as malicious (see the code of 

ValidatorSetAuRa.repor�MaliciousCallable and ValidatorSetAuRa.repor�Malicious). 
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i .  by the RandomAuRa contract due to not reveal ing random numbers (see above); 

 

i i .  by the Val idatorSetAuRa.repor �Malicious function (see the OpenEthereum Wiki) .



The validator removal process is implemented in the 

ValidatorSetAuRa._removeMaliciousValidator internal function. It is called by 

ValidatorSetAuRa._removeMaliciousValidators. When the validator is removed, their 

mining address is banned for the BAN_PERIOD. This means that the banned validator 

and their delegators cannot withdraw their stakes until the BAN_PERIOD expires (see the 

StakingAuRaBase._isWithdrawAllowed internal function). Also, the banned mining 

address cannot be added into the validator set during that period. 

 

When the validator is removed from the current validator set, the new pending validator 

set waits to be passed to the InitiateChange event. 

 

Helpful public get�ers:

In a test network, it is possible to set one validator that is not removable. Such a validator 

cannot be removed from the validator set even due to misbehaviour (see ValidatorSetAu 

Ra._removeMaliciousValidator and the section about the unremovable validator below). 

This feature prevents test network shutdown if there is a problem with the validator set 

(for example if all validators leave the network simul�aneously).

• Val idatorSetAuRa.isVal idatorBanned: check if a specified mining address is 

banned; 

• Val idatorSetAuRa.banCounter: read the ban counter, which is incremented when a 

val idator is banned; 

• Val idatorSetAuRa.bannedUnti l :  v iew the block number when a mining address is 

released from the ban.
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The block reward is distributed among validators and their delegators by the 

BlockRewardAuRa.reward function. This function is called by the OpenEthereum engine 

when closing each block. 

 

The pool reward distribution logic is implemented in the BlockRewardAuRaBase. 

_distributeRewards internal function. Changes in stake amounts during the staking 

epoch do not af�ect the pool reward during that epoch, but they do af�ect the future 

rewards collected on the nex� staking epoch.

8.14. Block Reward Distribution



9. LYCAN NETWORK INITIALIZATION
Smar� contracts are initialized in the genesis block or in an arbitrary block on an already 

existing network. The contracts' pre-configured parameters are included in the chain 

specification by�ecode for genesis initialization, and the list of initial validators is also 

defined in these parameters. These initial validators will be few trusted nodes. 

 

If the network is initiated from the genesis block, all of the addresses in the network 

(including initial validators) have zero balances. There are no pre- initialized stakes for 

initial validators, so their pools are also empty. 

 

POSDAO may be configured to run as a standalone blockchain. It can also run using a 

bridge or bridges which connect to one or more other networks. This bridging situation 

is detailed below and is utilised in the reference implementation.

The Lycan TokenBridge connects all EVM-based chains to the Ethereum mainnet, 

allowing users to move assets across them. In the reference implementation, two POA 

TokenBridge instances connect the POSDAO sidechain network to the Ethereum 

mainnet. Both bridges have validator sets that are not linked to the POSDAO network's 

consensus validator set. Bridge validators are in charge of securing token transfers 

across chains and are not compensated for their ef�or�s. 

9.1. Bridged Network Scenario
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Because the validators do not have LYC when the network star�s from genesis, they can 

make service transactions to the Lycan contracts using zero gas. The validators can 

make unlimited service transactions but only within the scope of the consensus 

contracts. The TxPermission smar� contract protects against possible spam sent from a 

validator. Figure below shows an example network initialization. 

 

If an initial staking epoch ends and there are no candidates (none of the initial validators 

made a stake into their pool), the initial validator set is retained for the following staking 

epoch. However, if at least one candidate appears (the address which added a stake to 

its pool), any initial validators with empty pools are removed from the set, and the 

candidate becomes a validator on the new staking epoch. Thus, if an initial validator 

wants to keep their seat (and still has no staked tokens) af�er the initial staking epoch, 

they must place a stake into their own pool.

9.2. Initial validators
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Af�er the bridge is connected, individuals can bridge their LYC and become candidates in 

the Lycan network. Figure below illustrates the various possible interactions from a 

candidate’s address. 

 

The staking status decides the top 21 most staked nodes to be the nex� validator set, 

and such an election will repeat at the beginning of each epoch. The larger the 

candidate's pool, the higher the candidate's chance of becoming a validator. 

 

In addition to the initial validators, an owner who is the foundation team of Lycan network 

deploys the genesis contracts and has the ability to upgrade the consensus contracts 

when required (for example if bugs are found or the code needs to be modified). The 

owner is a Mul�iSig smar� contract which has a trusted setup. Future implementations 

may include a voting mechanism to allow validators the ability to vote on upgrades. This 

would alleviate the need for the owner contract.
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Becomes validator 
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Candidate
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10. REWARD STRUCTURE

10.1. Minimum candidate stake

10.2. Equal share of the block reward

As top 21 staked nodes will be selected in a Alpha validator set, this will discourage the 

potential centralization of candidate seats, where individuals may at�empt to register 

many candidate nodes and thus control a large percentage of validator sets. This kind of 

high minimum candidate stake also deters a malicious set of validators from at�empting 

a coordinated validator set at�ack. 

Within an Alpha validator set, each validator pool gets an equal por�ion of the block 

reward. Thus, while a larger stake af�ects the likelihood of a candidate pool becoming a 

validator pool, the payout is the same for all validator pools. This ensures that all 

validators par�icipating in each staking period are on the same page. 
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Note: Hard working validators are rewarded more than others. shares will only be equal if 

every validator produces blocks continuously. If a validator skips blocks, their pool will 

receive propor�ionally less reward than other (continuously working) validators. For 

example, if there are two validators in the validator set and one of them produced 60 

blocks, but another only 30 blocks, the first validator's pool will receive 60/ (60+30) 

=66% of the total reward, and the second pool will receive the remaining 34%. 

 

This means that, it is not enough to just become a largest staker, one has to be active 

and par�icipate in securing the network.



10.3. Propor� ional reward distribution of 70/30%

The 70/30 distribution ratio is a common revenue sharing heuristic. When set at the 

initial value, delegators receive block rewards within their validator pool(s) up to 70% of 

the total pool value, incentivizing delegators to quickly fund candidate pools they believe 

should be validators. Once the 70% mark is reached, additional stake returns a 

propor�ionally smaller amount. Delegators can now opt to finance other candidate pools, 

expanding the quantity and diversity of possible candidates, or stake more tokens into 

the current collection, improving the likelihood of a candidate pool becoming 

a validator pool in the nex� staking epoch. 

 

When the ratio is set to 70/30, a validator never receives less than 30% of the pool 

reward. Validators are responsible for running a node and a reward baseline prevents a 

situation where delegators can claim an overwhelming percentage of the reward. Once a 

pool reaches the 70/30 threshold, a validator may choose to increase their stake to 

at�ract additional delegator funds or to increase their position on the leader board. 

Successful validator sets (those with a high stake, high transactional throughput, and 

continuous node uptime) will continue to draw a stake from delegators since reputation 

is a valuable commodity. 
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11. OMEGA – THE STABLE COIN
Lycan chain ecosystem is providing a plat�orm where community can burn LYC and mint 

Omega stable coin in return. The value of Omega will be directly pegged to stable 

currency. This Omega coin will be free of all the transaction costs (gas fees) on the 

Lycan chain.  

 

The collateral ratio is to be decided by the community via uniquely designed 

decentralized governance mechanism. LYC is the governance token for the Lycan chain. 

One has to stake his LYC to raise a proposal and other community members will vote for 

the same. Value of the LYC in open market will decide the collateral ration of the Omega. 

 

Burning LYC to mint Omega will control LYC supply in the market and that will help in 

maintaining price of LYC in the long run. It is to be noted that an Omega cannot be 

conver�ed back to LYC. This will directly impact the collateral ratio of the stable coin and 

in turn will increase people’s trust in the Omega.



12. GOVERNANCE MECHANISM
To make a plat�orm truly decentralized and trust less, it has to be managed by the 

community at large. For that, Lycan foundation has buil� unique governance plat�orm. 

Anyone with a par�icular amount of LYC in his wallet can raise a proposal on this 

plat�orm. Community will vote on the same and the resolution will either be passed on 

failed based on the voting percentage. Governance proposals like collateral ratio for 

Omega stable coin will be decided using this mechanism. 

 

Initial governance parameters are as follows –

• 1% of LYC total supply (delegated) to submit a governance proposal 

• 4% of LYC supply required to vote 'yes' to reach quorum 

• 7day voting period 

• 2day t imelock delay on execution
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13. BURNING OF BASE FEE ON FULL MOON
Lycan team has found a unique way to control LYC supply in the market. On every full 

moon day, base fee charged on all the transactions happening on the Lycan chain will be 

burnt. Al�hough this will be a cost for a validator Alpha, but the circulating supply of LYC 

in the market will go down and that will help in rising the market price of LYC.

14. PROSPECTIVE USE OF LYCAN CHAIN
I. Payments Across Borders

Lycan chain enables fast and ef � ic ient payments. Lycan chain al lows money to be 

transmit �ed fast, cheaply, and ef � ic iently. Peer-to-peer (P2P) payments on the 

blockchain have the potential to replace today's expensive, cumbersome, and bank-

driven onl ine payment systems.



II. DeFi (Decentralized Finance)

III. Community Inclusion Currencies

Ethereum's gas prices are at an al l-t ime high. Ethereum's current smar � contract 

and tools can be used by Lycan chain. Developers may transfer their exist ing 

Ethereum-based DApps in minutes, dramatical ly boosting per �ormance and lowering 

costs. On Ethereum, high gas prices make it more dif � icul � to use many apps. This 

includes DEXs as well as DeFi programmes l ike Uniswap and others. Fur �hermore, 

costs may outnumber actual trading amounts, reducing a trader 's capacity to profit 

from oppor �unit ies. On Lycan chain, however, users can do a lot of swaps or star � a 

lot of posit ions because the number of trades isn' t l imited by fee pricing. Faster 

blocks can provide for more f lexible trading al �ernatives. It costs money to transfer 

assets to Lycan chain (and bridging them back to Ethereum). Once a trade has 

been shif �ed, it can be completed as of �en as the trader chooses.

CICs (Community Inclusion Currencies) are local currencies that may be used to 

purchase goods and services. CICs are not intended to replace federal funds; 

rather, they are intended to supplement local trade. Individuals can use CICs to 
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save federal money (which can be unpredictable or scarce) for interactions with 

larger corporations and government organisations outside of their immediate 

community whi le st i l l  being able to spend and trade on a regular basis. CICs help 

and empower communit ies to create jobs, conduct social programmes, and suppor � 

commerce by developing a decentral ised, local financial infrastructure. Grassroots 

Economics and the Red Cross are working together to distr ibute CCs to refugee 

camps and other disaster-prone locations. Blockchain technology benefits CICs by 

providing a transparent web-based plat �orm for local currency exchange. To trade 

local currencies based on bonding curves, al l  consumers need is a smar �phone and 

a custom wallet appl ication. 

 

Because of its speed, stabi l i ty (known low transaction costs that may be 

subsidised), and dependabil i ty, the Lycan chain provides the foundation needed for 

local digital currencies to thrive. CICs can be used to give targeted assistance when 

markets or supply chains fai l  during a crisis. Using blockchain transaction data, 

cer �ain heal �h or food-related enterprises might be targeted to help people in 

immediate basis.



IV. Derivative Market

V. Decentralized Blockchain Games 

Transactions on a dai ly basis due to lower costs and speedier final ity, the Lycan 

chain keeps gas prices low, and data is regularly synchronised with the Ethereum 

mainnet.

Blockchain technology's appl ication isn' t restr icted to cryptocurrency. Gaming is 

l ikely to be the first true use case for blockchain, transforming the industry and 

making games more immersive than ever before, according to exper �s. Fur �hermore, 

the way gaming overcomes the remaining barr iers wil l  serve as a model for other 

industr ies considering blockchain use. 

 

By resel l ing their in-game products to other players or adding them to new digital 

worlds, gamers can earn even more money using blockchain technology.
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Online players frequently purchase in-game components to enhance their 

experience, but they are unable to use them af �er the game is over. Gaming firms, 

for example, wi l l  change the way gamers deal with purchased things by recording 

them on the blockchain and then conver � ing them into assets that can be simply 

and safely transferred into cash.

VI. NFT Marketplaces - Mint and Transfer 

NFT marketplaces are get � ing funding for their projects today because these are 

the things which wil l  be used in futurist ic plat �orms l ike metaverse. This wil l  be the 

way things are in the future. The tagl ine is "Every �hing Digital ." Non-fungible tokens 

(NFTs) are blockchain-based assets that are one-of-a-kind and non-transferable. 

NFTs are uti l ised in a variety of appl ications, such as digital ar � ,  col lectibles, t ickets, 

gaming, digital ownership, and so on. The digital ar � market alone is predicted to be 

wor �h $7.9 bi l l ion in 2021.



Each NFT has a unique set of features that are both trackable and immutable. NFT 

ar � ists are free to sel l  their work to col lectors directly, and anybody can check the 

val idity and number of pieces minted at any t ime. The set � ings can also enable 

royal �y col lection in future resale events. It is possible to transfer NFT game avatars, 

user set � ings, and in-game objects from one game to the nex� .  Easy-to-verify 

proof-ofownership benefits ownership records, domain names, and other assets. 

Token owners, l ike owners of other fungible assets (cryptocurrency), have complete 

control and administration of their assets without relying on a third par �y. 

 

High gas rates on Ethereum can make minting and trading NFTs on the mainnet 

prohibit ively expensive. Lycan chain solves this problem by minting, trading, and 

storing NFTs. Once the value is produced and/or access to Ethereum is required, 

unique assets can be transpor �ed to Ethereum via the TokenBridge, along with any 

related metadata. This plat �orm enables the rapid and cost-ef �ective production and 

maintenance of NFTs across the blockchain ecosystem.
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VII. Voting with blockchain immutability

Individuals wil l  be empowered by blockchain technology, which promises to del iver 

safe, transparent, and non-censorable plat �orms. Two implementations of this 

technology that al low for free and open democracy are governance and on-chain 

voting. When each vote can be confirmed and is tamper-proof, users know their 

vote has been submit �ed and counts towards the outcome. This is crit ical for 

par � ic ipation in small organisations, petit ions, local governance ( including DAOs!) ,  

and much larger communit ies (such as national elections). To be ef �ective, voting 

must be simple with few restr ict ions, al low for anonymity, be scalable for users, be 

ex�remely economical (so no one is lef � out) ,  and preferably run from a smar �phone. 

Fur �hermore, votes must be tracked in real t ime and cannot be censored by any 

entity. Because of its speed and low cost, the Lycan chain is excel lent for enabl ing 

fair and transparent voting processes in a variety of situations. As a resul � ,  there's 

more demand for this technology than ever before, and we're excited to see more 

Lycan chain concepts related to digital and blockchain voting.



VIII. Decentralized Autonomous Organizations

IX. Accounting and Auditing

On the Blockchain, voting and administration for Decentral ized Autonomous 

Organization (DAOs). Lycan chain is a DAO that uses the POSDAO consensus 

algorithm. The val idators are a sel �-suf � ic ient group of people who of �er STAKE in 

exchange for benefits. In DeFi projects, Lycan chain may run DAO governance 

procedures such as proposal and vote systems, community money col lection, and 

more. 

In essence, blockchain-based solutions are ex�remely secure, al lowing users to 

reduce the number of human errors in accounting and audit ing.  

 

Banks are continuing to use cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology, and 

accountants are star � ing to do so as well .  They handle a large number of 

documents, ranging from invoices to endless financial spreadsheets, al l  of which 

include very sensit ive information. This vital information can be handled more 

ef �ectively with Lycan chain.
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X. Insurance

Due to smar � contracts, blockchain provides exceptional insurance services and 

value. Cl ients and insurers can both use these DLT-based contracts to keep al l  

demands transparent and secure. Because al l  agreements and cl ient claims are 

stored on the distr ibuted ledger, the network verifies and authorises them, removing 

inval id cases. 

 

Insurers can use Lycan chain to bui ld a network in which al l  par � ies engaged in 

analysing, processing, and adjudicating a claim have a single source of truth for 

information. They can also uti l ise smar � contracts to automate payouts when cer �ain 

condit ions are satisfied. Consider how much faster your claim would be processed 

if i t  were processed ten t imes faster.



XI. Global Trade

The current global trade financial deficit has nearly reached US$1.5 tr i l l ion and is 

expected to expand to US$2.4 tr i l l ion by 2025. Lycan chain technology has the 

potential to break down barriers and streamline international trade. Thus, distr ibuted 

ledger technology has the potential to permit up to US$1.1T of increased trade 

volume, a 30 percent increase, thereby significantly closing the gap.  

 

Lycan chain al lows stakeholders from various geographical regions to interact more 

comfor �ably with one another. International organisations have already begun to use 

DLT to rewire their outdated systems. They envisage this technology having a huge 

impact on managing global supply chains, operating trade finance, and generating 

new business models.
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15. TOKENOMICS

private sale IBCO- 2100000000 - 3150000000

Marketing & strategic Col laboration Total Tokens Burn from IBCO &private sale - 840000000 - 5250000000

Tech Suppor � & Ecosystem Development Team- 2520000000 - 1050000000

Advisors Reserves- 630000000 - 210000000

Public sale Foundation- 4200000000 - 840000000

Staking - 210000000
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